HOW TO APPLY

The Application Form with the documents listed below must be mailed by the home institution to DRE (Department of International Relations) until the deadline indicated below. The DRE will check and dispatch it to the teaching unit concerned, in order to decide if the application is suitable for the proposed courses.

In case of the student be accepted, an acceptance letter will be mailed to the international relations office of the home University.

AREAS OF STUDY

Center for Life Sciences (CCV)
• Biological Sciences
• Pharmaceutical Sciences
• Nursing
• Physiotherapy
• Speech Therapy
• Medicine
• Nutrition
• Dentistry
• Psychology
• Occupational Therapy
• Veterinary Medicine

Center for Exact, Environmental and Technological Sciences (CEATEC)
• Architecture and Urbanism
• Civil Engineering
• Chemical Engineering
• Computer Engineering
• Electrical Engineering
• Electrical Engineering with Qualification in Telecommunications
• Environmental Engineering
• Geography
• Industrial Engineering
• Information Systems
• Mathematics
• Chemistry
• Telecommunications Engineering
• Associate Degree Level in Building Construction
• Associate Degree Level in Computer Networks
• Associate Degree Level in Digital Games
• Associate Degree Level in Management of Information Technology
• Mechanical Engineering
• Software Engineering

Center for Economics and Administration (CEA)
• Administration
• Administration (Special Graduation Line in Foreign Trade)
• Administration (Special Graduation Line in Logistics and Services)
• Accounting
• Economic Sciences
• International Relations
• Higher Education in Technology of Human Resources Management
• Higher Education in Technology of Financial Management
• Higher Education in Technology of Public Management

Center of Human Sciences and Applied Social (CCHSA)
• Biblioteconomy
• Physical Education
• Pedagogy
• Social Services
• Social Sciences
• Law
• Philosophy
• History
• Theology

Center for Languages and Communications (CLC)
• Visual Arts
• Journalism
• Publicity and Advertising
• Public Relations
• Languages: Portuguese/English
• Tourism

DOCUMENTS REQUIRED

- Presentation Letter of the Home Institution;
- Motivation Letter stating the goals for studying at PUC-Campinas (in Portuguese);
- Official Academic Transcripts;
- Photocopy of the passport;
- Declaration of knowledge in Portuguese language.

CONTACT

Department of International Relations
+55 19 3343 7261
+55 19 3343 7151
dre.international@puc-campinas.edu.br
dre@puc-campinas.edu.br

Application deadlines
- 31st October for 1st semester
- 30th April for 2nd semester

Academic Information
- 1st Semester: February - July
- 2nd Semester: August - December

STUDY AT PUC-CAMPINAS

www.puc-campinas.edu.br
WHY PUC-CAMPINAS?

Pontifícia Universidade Católica de Campinas (Pontifical Catholic University of Campinas) is a non-State public institution, located in a region of huge economic, social and technological development, with a wide industrial park. PUC-Campinas has 37 colleges with more than 45 Undergraduate Courses and 8 Graduate programs with courses to Master and Doctorate level. Our teachers are highly qualified. It has a complete infrastructure and a built area of 196,000 m², spread over its three Campuses.

Since its foundation, in 1941, PUC-Campinas has already graduated over 155,000 students who, presently, integrate the Country's intellectual and professional elite, and has received important awards for its educational quality, among them the "Melhor Universidade Privada do Brasil na Área da Saúde" (Brazil's Best Private University in the Field of Health), for four consecutive years.

PUC-Campinas is one of the few Brazilian Universities that have a Teaching Hospital - HMCMP, which is sited on Campus II and integrates the 10 Faculties of the Centre for Life Sciences, with the object of providing the best student practical education. It also has the feature of performing in very high level in its services, acting as an important benchmark for several health areas.

With over 30 years of existence and operation, the HMCMP is a major project of the University, while at the same time it serves the population, the students and fulfills its mission to promote health and knowledge, in consideration of the Christian orientation and character of the Hospital.

A structured, recognized and well known University, PUC-Campinas brings together all the best human and physical resources needed to provide a complete and fully rounded higher education, in line with current demands and focused on the challenges of the future.

WHY CAMPINAS?

The Metropolitan Region of Campinas, where the University is located, has almost 3 millions inhabitants, is the tenth largest metropolitan region in Brazil and one of the most dynamic in the Brazilian economy. Besides having a strong economy, the region also has an infrastructure that supports development for the whole metropolitan area, including the second largest air cargo terminal in the country (Viracopos).

INFRASTRUCTURE AND RESOURCES

With an academic community of almost 20,000 people, including graduation and post-graduation students, professors and researchers, PUC-Campinas is the largest non-State University from State of São Paulo midland. And, so as to support such academic population, it relies on material and human resources:

- Laboratory complexes at all fields of knowledge;
- System of integrated libraries;
- Ateliers, workshops, animal research areas, and all resources necessary for practical activities from the different courses and research programs;
- University Hospital, with over 300 beds, around 240,000 appointments per year, keeping internship programs at practically all medical specialization areas, serving as practical learning for 11 courses from the Health area;
- Events of national and international projection and daily activities at auditoriums and amphitheaters, including seminars, conferences, lectures, study panels and debates, making PUC-Campinas an important knowledge production and diffusion center;
- Debate Forums with personalities from Brazil and abroad, covering social, scientific, cultural, political, and economic issues.

RESEARCH AND POST-GRADUATION

The growth of the research field has been continuous throughout PUC-Campinas history.

PUC-Campinas Colleges are distributed among Five Centers:

1. Center for Economics and Administration - CEA (Accounting, Economic Sciences and Administration)

2. Life Sciences - CCV (Medical field, Biology and Psychology)

3. Exact, Environmental Sciences and Technologies - CEATEC (System Analysis, Architecture and Urbanism, Engineering Courses, Geography, Mathematics and Chemistry)

4. Center for Languages and Communication - CLC (Communication, Languages and Arts)

5. Center of Human Sciences and Applied Social - CCHSA (Social Sciences, Social Services, History, Philosophy, Law, Biblioteconomy, Physical Education, Education, Theology and Religious Sciences)

All Centers gather Research Groups.

The Post-Graduation programs cover the following areas:

- Religion Sciences (Master);
- Health Sciences (Master)
- Education (Master and PhD);
- Electrical Engineering (Master);
- Languages, Media and Art (Master);
- Psychology (Master and PhD);
- Urban Infrastructure Systems (Master and PhD);
- Sustentability (Master);
- Urbanism (Master and PhD).

The increase production of texts, articles and the participation of PUC-Campinas researches in national and international events follows Brazil’s prestige at the international scientific scenario.

In the region, its Post-Graduation programs and research activities are reference. Researchers, students or professors actively contribute with public and private agencies in projects, governance, and planning actions, among others.